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ITA FOUNDATION FOR FUTURE 
1. Sponsor source and executive aim: 

ITA Foundation for Future was set up from contribution of the ITA Group’s leader. Then, ITA 
Foundation will be multiplied for all levels, who want to do funds for charity.  

Foundation's aim: 

- ITA offers scholarship the poor and good pupils and students have more condition for promoting their 
ability and bring in their life. 

- Each scholarship worth VND 1 million per term for a pupil. 

- The pupils and students, who are received the scholarship can keep receive scholarship in the next 
terms if they still maintain their good result, this depends on Foundation's finance. 

2. Lead element of Foundation: 

1) Mrs. Dang Thi Hoang Yen – Chairwoman of the Board of Management of - ITA GROUP keeps 
a President. 

2) Mrs. Nguyen Nhu Y - Deputy of ITA GROUP keeps a Deputy of President  

3) Mrs. Huynh Minh Ha – Editor of ItaExpress keeps a Permannet menber  

4) Besides, ITA Foundation will invite some detail leaders, editors, locals for each course 

3. Objects 

- Pupils (I, II, III level) and students of all of school in the whole Vietnam country, who have difficult 
situations but want to promote their ability and bring in their life. 

4. Checked standard 

Basing on scale of 100, with criterions such as: 

- Studying achievements 

- Family situation 

- Essay.  

5. Choosing file process: 



- Information about scholarship program “ITA Foundation For Future” on Web: www.itaexpress.com.vn 
and mass media. 

- The pupil and student are in checked objects of ITA Foundation, apply document for “ITA Foundation 
For Future” 

The document asks for scholarship includes: 

1. Application (application form is download from Website: www.itaexpress.com.vn) 

2. Documents related such as : 

· Summarizing the curriculum vitae and be confirmed by local about difficult situation (notarized copy) 

· Certificate is a son of martyrs and wounded soldiers (notarized copy) 

· Certificate is an object of ethnic minority (notarized copy) 

· Term general average point table (confirmed and notarized of school) 

· Certificate of merit about studying achievement: level district or city or country good learner (notarized 
copy) 

· Certificate of merit or certificate of attending extracurricular activities such as volunteer, sport… 

· Introduced letter of teacher (confirmed and notarized of school) 

- Pupils and students send their documents by one of two ways: 

1st way: Registering live on Website: www.itaexpress.com.vn 

2st way: Filling in application form of ITA Foundation for future and enclosing documents concerned 
through post to this address: 

ITA FOUNDATION FOR FUTURE 

Add: 4 floor - lot 60A, 2 road, Tan Tao Industrial Park, A Ward, Binh Tan District, HCMC 

Deadline: No 

Pupils and students list, who are received scholarship from “ITA Foundation For Future”, are 
announced on Website: www.itaexpress.com.vn  

6. Organizing ceremony offer scholarship of ITA Foundation For Future 

The scholarship offering ceremony is organized formally and played out additionally at 3 big cities as 
Ha Noi capital, Ho Chi Minh City and Da Nang.  

Time and address will be announced generously on Website: www.itaexpress.com.vn and other 
media. Concurrently, ITA will send invitation letter for the guests, pupils and students. 

- Element attends this ceremony 

a. Leader of Party and Government Representative 

b. ITA Group Representative. 

c. ITA Foundation For Future Representative. 



d. Representative of organizers, schools…that have people receive scholarship 

e. Prestige Newspapers and Media Representative.  

f. Pupils and students receive scholarship. 

- Summarizing and reporting on successful of ITA Foundation For Future 

- The information about this ceremony downloads at: www.itaexpress.com.vn and other mass media 

7. Structural activity: 

- Scholarship of ITA Foundation For Future offer twice per year, with each scholarship worth VND 1 
million per term. However, Foundation can rise additionally about amount, this depend on Foundation’s 
finance. 

- Summarizing and reporting on activities of ITA Foundation For Future twice per year 

- Organizing exchanges forum and exchanging studying and activities between pupils on Website 
www.itaexpress.com.vn 

- Establishing ITA Scholarship Winners Club, this club will executive frequently with aim that this club 
will be a bridge between pupils and ITA, pupils. ITA will keep offering scholarship for pupils and 
students, who maintain good result. Concurrently, ITA will have forms to support for new students. If 
this club executives effectively, it will make a tradition: pupils and students received ITA’s scholarship if 
they success in their life, they will come back to help the poor pupils and students as they were before. 


